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Abstract. Although it is now becoming apparent that some international human rights treaties
have an impact on improving human rights practices in transitional or new democracies, we do
not yet understand well the mechanisms through which these treaties exert their influence. In
this article I synthesize research from two of my previous co-authored research papers about the
about the linkage between treaty ratification and domestic human rights litigation, and the link
between human rights litigation and improved practices. This in turn allows me to draw new
conclusions about human rights prosecutions as mechanisms. While all human rights treaties
potentially provide tools for litigation, some treaties have much more direct and explicit
provisions for holding individuals criminally accountable for violations. In earlier research with
Geoff Dancy, we have found that ratifications of treaties with explicit provision for individual
criminal responsibility (such as the Convention against Torture, and the Rome Statute of the
ICC) are more likely to lead to domestic rights prosecutions than human rights treaties without
such provisions. In earlier research with Hun Joon Kim, we have found that the use of human
rights prosecutions is in turn more likely to be associated with improvements in basic integrity
rights, including the right to life, freedom from torture, disappearance and political
imprisonment. By connecting these two previous forms of research, I suggest that human rights
prosecutions are one of the main mechanism through which human rights law translates into
improved practices. A caveat, however, is that not all human rights law is likely to have such
effects, but only ratification of treaties with provisions for individual criminal accountability.
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Although it is now becoming apparent that some international human rights treaties have
some impact on improving human rights practices in transitional or partial democracies,2 we do
not yet understand well the mechanisms through which these treaties exert their influence.
Thomas Risse et.al. argued over ten years ago that human rights law was one part of a much
broader transnational “spiral model” of influence– involving domestic mobilization,
international pressure, treaty ratification, and socialization– that brings about human rights
change.3 Re-prioritizing country-level factors over transnational ones, Beth Simmons has
recently developed a domestic politics theory of treaty compliance with three primary
mechanisms: agenda setting, litigation, and mobilization.4 Under this theory, treaties are able to
change slightly the behavior of states by raising the profile of human rights and activating courts
in contexts where there is at least a modicum of accountability.
Hunjoon Kim and I argue that human rights prosecutions (domestic and international)
lead to improvements in human rights practices through a combination of deterrence and
normative communication.5 This work supports Simmons’ argument about the importance of
litigation, but takes note of the impact and interconnection of prosecutions both internal and
external to the state. Finally, Geoff Dancy and I have found a robust relationship between
ratification of certain kinds of human rights treaties and the use of human rights prosecutions,
holding many other factors constant. 6This paper will synthesize the findings of some of these
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previous studies to develop a clearer argument about the role of human rights prosecutions as
mechanisms for translating human rights law into improved practices.
Part I: The Linkage between Human Rights Law and the Use of Human Rights
Prosecutions:
While all human rights treaties potentially provide tools for litigation, some treaties have
much more direct and explicit provisions for holding individuals criminally accountable for
violations. One might surmise that such treaties are more likely to lead to prosecutions, but until
recently, there was little empirical evidence to support this supposition. Using new data from
our NF supported project on human rights prosecutions around the world, Geoff Dancy and I
evaluated the strength of the assumed relationship between specific provisions in certain human
rights treaties that should facilitate litigation for individual criminal accountability for past
human rights violations and the use of domestic litigation. Following is a summary of the
argument and evidence from that earlier article.
Individual Criminal Accountability
Most human right treaties hold the state as an entity accountable for human rights
violations and require it to take action to remedy victims’ losses and grievances. We will call
this the “state accountability (SA) model”, to be contrasted with an alternative “individual
criminal accountability” (ICA) model.7. Both are legal accountability models ,8 but the main
differences between the SA model and the ICA model involve who is being held accountable and
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how these actors are held accountable.9 Under a state accountability model, the state is held
responsible and it provides remedies and pays damages. Under a criminal model, individuals are
prosecuted, and if convicted, they go to prison. Most human rights treaties reflect the SA model,
as does virtually the entire human rights apparatus in the United Nations. When a state violated
rights under the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, in some cases individuals
could bring petitions before the UN Human Rights Committee, but this still involved the state
accountability model because these petitions were against the state itself, not a particular state
official. The state accountability model is also the model employed by the regional human
rights courts, the European Court of Human Rights, the Inter-American Court of Human Rights,
and the African Court of Human Rights and Peoples’ Rights. So, for example, when in 1988 the
Inter-American court found Honduras responsible for disappearances, it ordered the Honduran
state to pay damages to the families of the victims.10
In the last 20 years, however, the ICA model has gained increased prominence, in part as
a response to the perceived impotence of the state accountability approach. In the 1970s and
1980s a small handful of states began to hold former state officials criminally accountable in
their domestic courts for human rights violations. These countries used domestic criminal law
to prosecute, but sometimes regional and international human rights institutions encouraged such
litigation.11 For example, although the Inter-American Court of Human Rights itself uses a state
accountability model, the Inter-American Commission for Human Rights in its country reports
frequently recommended that states hold criminal prosecutions for human rights perpetrators,
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including in the cases of Argentina, Chile, and Haiti. 12Although the Genocide Convention of
1948 and the Geneva Convention of 1949 contain specific language about individual criminal
accountability,13 neither these treaties nor other human rights treaties were initially used in early
domestic prosecutions.14 Only later, when provisions for individual criminal accountability
were more clearly stated in the Convention against Torture and Cruel and Degrading Treatment
(CAT) in 1984, and especially in the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court in 1998,
did treaties begin to play a more important role in prosecutions. These treaties are part of a
broader process through which international law increasingly began to focus on the individual,
both as the perpetrator of crimes, and as a victim who had standing to bring forward cases
against perpetrators.15
This new ICA model is not for the whole range of civil and political rights, but rather for
a small subset of “physical integrity rights”, especially the prohibitions on torture, summary
execution, and genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity. The treaties that contain
provisions for ICA, including the Genocide Convention, the Geneva Conventions, CAT, and the
12
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Rome Statute, all focus primarily on physical integrity rights. The Rome Statute, for example,
addresses genocide, war crimes, and crimes against humanity; the latter defined as murder,
extermination, enslavement, deportation, imprisonment, torture, rape, discriminatory persecution,
disappearance, and apartheid, when “committed as part of a widespread or systematic attack
directed against any civilian population.” 16 The bulk of human rights prosecutions in the world
today are for this small subset of rights violations, especially for mass killing and massacre,
although there are also some prosecutions for torture, rape, genocide, and disappearances.17
Currently, we know that treaty ratification is correlated with improvements in physical
integrity rights, predominantly among states transitioning to democracy.18 Based on previous
studies19, I argue that one reason for this is that states that ratify legal instruments providing for
individual accountability are more likely to have rights prosecutions, which drive down future
abuses to physical integrity by state actors. Dancy and I showed a link between ratification and
rights prosecutions across a wide sample of cases. However, we were aware of a simple counterproposition: that both expressed commitment to accountability and willingness to hold
prosecutions come from the same, third source—perhaps a stronger state commitment to
international human rights law in general.
The best way to test these propositions was to split human rights treaties into three
groups. The first group (Category 1) includes the Genocide Convention, CAT, and the Rome
Statute, all of which address core rights and have specific provisions calling for individual
criminal prosecution. In addition, the recent Convention on the Protection of All Persons from
16
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Enforced Disappearances (2006) has provisions for universal jurisdiction and individual criminal
accountability almost identical to those of the CAT. Thus, we might expect countries which have
ratified these treaties to be more likely to use human rights prosecutions than countries that have
not ratified these treaties. In addition, one regional treaty, the American Convention on Human
Rights of 1978, has been interpreted by the Inter-American Court of Human Rights as providing
the legal basis for a state duty to hold individuals accountable for past human rights violations.
In particular, the Inter-American Court has found amnesty laws that protect individuals against
such prosecution to be contrary to the American Convention.20 These treaties offer more
explicit legal tools for legal mobilization using individual criminal accountability (ICA). We
hypothesized that countries that ratify treaties protecting core rights with ICA provisions would
be more likely to use human rights prosecutions than countries that have not ratified these
treaties.
Other treaties only have provisions for state accountability (SA). Under the SA model, if
the state refused to take action to change its policies or to provide remedies to victims, there were
few forms of recourse available. Multilateral human rights treaty bodies, transnational advocacy
networks and transgovernmental networks could use only the so-called “name and shame”
strategy to bring pressure on governments. In some cases, such pressures succeeded in bringing
about important modifications in human rights practices. 21 But the actual individuals who
carried out human rights violations remained beyond reach.
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Treaties with ICA provisions allow domestic and international prosecutions to serve as
a means of legally enforcing human rights legal commitments. In the case of the Rome Statute,
the enforcement mechanism is vertical, as a supranational institution—the International Criminal
Court—was established by the treaty and given the power to prosecute when states are unwilling
or unable to do so. The ICC, thus far, has only been active in a handful of notable cases.22 Most
of the time, however, domestic courts are the actors doing the lion’s share of the work, trying
rights-abusing state officials using a combination of domestic criminal law and international law.
Rather than ignoring domestic proceedings because they are not directly set in motion by a
central international command structure, we argued that domestic human rights prosecutions
should be conceptualized as a mechanism of horizontal enforcement for violations of
international human rights law. If the horizontal enforcement conceptualization is accurate, we
would expect states that have ratified treaties with precise provisions supporting individual
prosecution in treaty law to be more likely to hold criminal trials for rights offenders.
Treaties in Category 1 are more legalized than other human rights treaties. In a special
issue of International Organization in 2000, a group of influential scholars defined legalization
along three dimensions--obligation, precision, and delegation. They wrote:
“Obligation means that states or other actors are bound by a rule or commitment or by a
set of rules or commitments…. Precision means that rules unambiguously define the
conduct they require, authorize, or proscribe. Delegation means that “third parties have
been granted authority to implement, interpret, and apply the rules.”23
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According to this three-part definition, Category 1 treaties are more legalized than other rights
treaties. While Category 1 treaties may not create a greater sense of obligation,24 they have more
precise language regarding the use of criminal trials for remedy, and officials have written into
them greater degrees of delegation.25 In the latter case, however, we are concerned with a quite
specific form of delegation, that which permits enforcement through third parties via individual
criminal accountability. If the language and legal provisions of Category 1 treaties inspires
prosecutions, we would expect ratification of these treaties to be more highly correlated with the
use of prosecutions than other human rights treaties that do not have such provisions. This is
because the precise and delegating nature of the treaties allows for agents of transnational
pressure to focus their attention on a state’s rule-bound obligations to hold rights violators
criminally accountable.
Secondly, we hypothesized that ratification of a second groups of human rights treaties
(Category 2) dealing with core rights but lacking in provisions for criminal responsibility will
still likely result in rights prosecutions, but will not have as pronounced an effect as those with
such a provision. Category 2 treaties include the International Covenant on Civil and Political
Rights (ICCPR), the European Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) and the African Charter on
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Human Rights and Peoples Rights (Category 2). These treaties detail prohibitions on the
practices that are the focal point of most human rights trials: violations to the right to life,
security of the person, and freedom from torture. The ICCPR and the ECHR also include
important provisions about state obligations to provide “an effective remedy” to victims of
human rights violations.26 This obligation to provide remedies has increasingly been interpreted
as a positive duty to provide legal remedies, that is, to provide for some kind of human rights
prosecution.27 But the language of the treaties themselves does not specify that such a remedy be
a legal one, or that it involve individual criminal accountability for those responsible for human
rights violations. Thus we might expect ratification of these treaties to be associated with the
use of prosecutions, although at a lower level than ratification of Category 1 treaties. The
European Court of Human Rights has not engaged in interpretation as far-reaching as the Inter
American Court of Human Rights regarding amnesty or the duty to punish.28
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And finally, we hypothesized that ratification of a third set of human rights treaties
(Category 3) not dealing with core rights nor containing any provisions for individual criminal
accountability would have no impact on the use of domestic trials. Category 3 treaties involve
different sets of substantive rights that are not typically featured in human rights prosecutions.
This is the case, for example, with the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural
Rights (ICESCR), the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), the Convention on the
Elimination of All Forms of Discrimination against Women (CEDAW), and the Convention on
the Elimination of All Forms of Racial Discrimination (CERD). These treaties rely on the state
accountability model and contain no references at all to the possibility or desirability of
individual criminal prosecution. Because these lack both the substantive and the procedural legal
provisions we are theorizing to have an effect on prosecutions, we expect this third group of
treaties to have no effect on domestic trial activity.
To reiterate, we expected the effects of treaty law on domestic prosecutions to vary by
treaty type. If we see a link between treaty content and the initiation of prosecutions29, it
suggests that the treaties themselves are doing some work, providing specific legal arguments
that can be used in litigation and judicial decisions. However, if we do not see such a specific
link with treaty content, but rather a general correlation between all three categories of human
rights treaty ratifications and prosecutions, it is more likely that some alternative explanation is
needed to explain the use of prosecutions. For example, many states ratify treaties because they
believe in them and can comply with them at reasonable cost, what Simmons calls the “theory of
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rationally expressive ratification.”30 There may be an equivalent “rationally expressive theory
of prosecutions” that suggests that states also carry out human rights prosecutions because they
believe in them and can carry them out at reasonable cost. This would contrast with the
hypotheses presented above, which suggests that states use prosecutions because of more
specific treaty obligations that create opportunities for litigants and judges.
While we centered our discussion on theorizing the relationship effect of international
treaties, we know that treaties do not operate in a vacuum, and we also explored alternative
explanations for patterns in distributions of domestic human rights trials. One main alternative
explanation has to do with domestic legal practices. We expect some aspects of domestic legal
systems to have an intervening effect on the degree to which a treaty commitment translates into
use of prosecutions. Specifically, we would expect to see that human rights treaties have a
greater impact in monist systems where treaties are directly incorporated into domestic law upon
ratification than in dualist systems where treaties must be implemented in domestic law to take
effect.
Second, we would expect human rights treaties to be more likely to contribute to
prosecutions in countries that have domestic provisions for private prosecution in criminal cases.
In these legal systems, individual victims and NGOs representing victims are permitted to initiate
criminal cases or to accompany public prosecutors bringing cases forward. These provisions
have allowed human rights organizations which are very knowledgeable about human rights
treaties to bring forward criminal cases, and such organizations are more likely to raise points of
law from treaty law than are ordinary public prosecutors. While these distinctions often
correspond to the differences between common law and civil law systems, there is not a perfect
30
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correspondence. Unfortunately, there are no complete databases of either monist verses dualist
legal systems, or a complete list of countries with private prosecution mechanisms. That being
said, it is very unusual for common law countries (British legal tradition) to allow for private
prosecution in criminal cases, and these common law countries are also more likely to be dualist
than monist. In this sense, we can hypothesize that the link between treaty ratification and use of
human rights prosecutions will be somewhat stronger in non-common-law countries.
Not a great deal of energy has been spent predicting the use of prosecutions across
countries of the world, but outside of our theory of international legal obligations and the
possible intervening effect of different legal traditions, four other explanations exist. The first,
advanced most powerfully by Hunjoon Kim, centers on regional diffusion.31 Leaders in
transitional situations, he finds, are more likely to seek justice if their neighbors have done so. A
second explanation hinges on realistic political expediencies. Many theorists view it as law that
human rights prosecutions can only follow ruptured democratic transitions wherein the ancien
regime is embarrassed, discredited, and delegitimized.32 This notion is closely aligned with that
of victor’s justice, which is applicable to the post-conflict milieu. In those places, for example,
where one side in an internal conflict loses totally, trials are more likely to take place because
there is no risk of backlash from holdover elements of former armed groups.
A third explanation hinges on the theorized nexus between democracy and the rule of law
practices. In those places exhibiting stronger moves toward formal democracy, one might expect
more rights prosecutions. Some argue that the primary vehicle through which rule of law finds
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its expression is an independent judiciary. However, political scientists who study comparative
judicial systems have noted that even those judiciaries that are formally independent, or have
undergone ‘reform’ efforts, are many times beholden to the executive branch, or are plagued by
corruption.33 Thus, Neil Tate and Linda Camp Keith distinguish between formal (de jure) and
behavioral (de facto) independence of judiciaries; the latter is evident when judges refrain from
corrupt behavior on a large scale, and when justices are both vertically and horizontally
autonomous in their decision-making.34 Because the agent behind prosecutions is the judiciary,
we might easily assume that a more de facto independent court is likely to pursue justice for
rights abuses.35 For our hypotheses concerning the linkage between international rights
commitments and prosecutions to hold water, a relationship must hold even controlling for these
other factors and explanations.
We tested our hypotheses and the alternative explanations using our new database on
trials, coded from US State Department annual human rights reports (1976-2009), that includes
all domestic human rights prosecutions around the world, as long as they take place in countries
with a minimum capacity for free and fair trials. While this variable subsumes all ‘transitional
rights’ trials it is also much more expansive. It includes, inter alia, the routine prosecution of
police for abuse of their powers, state efforts to try military forces for egregious acts during
prolonged internal conflicts, and the prosecution of political crimes that took place during or
after the process of democratization—all incidents sometimes elided in the measure of
specifically ‘transitional’ trials. We also examine the impact of treaty ratification only on the
33
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group of transitional countries making a transition from authoritarian rule to democracy.
The discussion of the variables, control variables, models and the statistical results can be
found in our earlier article. 36 Here I wish only to summarize the basic results. First, our research
confirms that a number of factors long thought to be associated with the use of trials exert
influence in our models as well. First, the international and temporal context in which countries
find themselves has a large effect on their practices. So, for example, as time progresses, states
located in regions where more countries have engaged in criminal trials are more likely to follow
suit. Furthermore, in this study, states in the Americas continue to be home to more criminal
prosecutions compared to those in other regions, supporting the viewpoint that Latin countries
are a global protagonist in human rights accountability.37
Second, the presence of political transition or unsettled conflict of any sort is liable to
lead to the use of trials. Compared to all other countries, those engaged in civil war, those which
are newly formed states, and those that have experienced any form of democratic transition are
significantly more likely to hold rights prosecutions.

This we should expect given that rights

violations happen in times of political instability, institutional limbo, or internal turmoil.
However, trials are not more likely to take place after civil war victories, or in “post-conflict”
periods, calling into question the belief that rights prosecutions are a direct extension of power
imbalances—or victor’s justice.38
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Third, domestic legal institutions and practices also appear to alter the propensity of
various countries to have trials. The more formally democratic a state’s institutions, the more
likely it will hold trials. Furthermore, de facto judicial independence, as predicted, is very
strongly related to the presence of rights trials. Courts that are insulated from executive control,
it seems, are more likely to initiate rights-related prosecutions.
Even though these other factors explain a good deal of variance in the presence of
domestic criminal trials, the hypothesized relationship between treaty ratification of treaties with
explicit provisions for individual criminal accountability and the use of domestic rights trials is
verified, and quite robust. Those countries with more outstanding commitments to treaties with
individual accountability provisions (Category 1) are much more likely to have pursued rights
prosecutions. Second, ratification of Category 2 treaties dealing with civil and political rights but
not including provisions for individual criminal accountability is not correlated with the use of
domestic human rights prosecutions.

Therefore, we take theses these findings as evidence that

treaties with teeth actually induce states to proceed with prosecutions for offending nationals.
Finally, to our surprise we found a significant negative relationship between Category 3
treaty commitment to other human rights treaties and the use of trials. Essentially, the greater
commitment countries show to treaties not dealing with physical integrity rights, the less likely
they are to have prosecutions. We cannot fully explicate why this is the case, but one reason
might have to do with the theorized divide between economic and social rights, on the one hand,
and civil and political rights on the other. Treaties dealing with economic and social rights are
over-represented in Group 3. If commitment to this group of treaties signifies ideological
devotion to economic over civil-political rights, it might be that this devotion brings with it less
of an interest in punishing civil rights infringements. Still, this is only at the level of speculation.
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The results from our second analysis of the sample only of trials in transitional states are
quite similar to those of trials in all countries with a few exceptions. First, the type of transition
makes a difference, and we see that both ruptured democratic transitions and civil war victories
are more apt to produce prosecutions than negotiated transitions, or countries still embroiled in
civil war.39 This finding is expected in the literature on transitional justice, which consistently
restates that trials are more likely when peace spoilers have been marginalized rather than
incorporated into the political system.40 Surprisingly, none of the legal institutional variables
are significant any longer. This may owe to the fact that democratization is already happening
among this sample of countries, so there is less variation across variables like de facto judicial
independence.
As in Model 1, commitment to treaties with ICA provisions increases the probability of
rights trials, and in significant fashion.

In fact, moving from no commitment to full

commitment on this composite score increases the probability for rights trials by around 30%.41
The power of this finding, net of other variables, suggests that legalization of individual criminal
accountability norms has an independent effect on state behaviors.
Discussion
The three most robust predictors of trial prosecutions across our models are regional
diffusion, ruptured democratic transition, and the degree of commitment to Category 1
international treaties, those with provisions for individual criminal accountability to enforce core
rights. This appears to be the case irrespective of the character and valence of domestic
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legal/constitutional institutions. Global politics, it seems, have a direct and measurable influence
on state behavior, and treaties are not as meaningless or unenforceable as critics of the human
rights regime like to claim.42 If the inclusion of ICA provisions become a more standard practice
for treaty drafters, and these provisions come to be part of the legal landscape, more states might
become subject to this a kind of rights enforcement. Such enforcement is the result of coercion
or threat, but of treaty commitments states have made voluntarily, and is often enforced through
domestic courts. Furthermore, these domestic trials can, at times, hold powerful state officials
accountable. Our results are largely supportive of the Simmons’ model of domestic mobilization
and litigation. We show for the first time, however, a direct link between the ratification of
certain kinds of human rights treaties with provisions for individual criminal accountability and
the increased likelihood that countries will use domestic human rights prosecutions. It very
much appears that some kinds of treaty law bolster the pursuit of trials, that with provisions for
individual criminal accountability. And the more treaties ratified with ICA provisions, the better.
We think each of these treaties provides additional opportunity for litigants to make a case
against offenders, and to set in motion a judicial process that is difficult to halt.
Part II: The Link between Human Rights Prosecutions and Human Rights Practices
But in order to know if trials are a main mechanism through which international human
rights law translates into improved human rights practices, we next need to explore the linkages
between prosecutions and practices. In this section, I summarize the results of this large
statistical study that I co-authored with Hunjoon Kim and published in the academic journal
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International Studies Quarterly.43 In our statistical analysis, Kim and I tested four different
propositions that had emerged out of previous research. First, we wanted to test the proposition
that human rights prosecutions are associated with improvements in human rights. Second, we
wanted to explore whether prosecutions contribute to human rights because they impose
punishment on state officials, or because they communicate and dramatize norms. Third, we
wanted to test if prosecutions in one country can contribute to improvements in other countries
as well, in other words, if it is possible to have deterrence across borders. Finally, we wanted to
answer the main question raised by trial skeptics: do prosecutions in situations of internal or
civil war exacerbate human rights conditions? In this paper, I will limit my remarks only to
question one and two above – are human rights prosecutions associated with improvements in
human rights practices, and if so, through what processes?
To try to test all of these propositions, Hunjoon Kim and I used an earlier version of our
human rights prosecutions dataset. It was not yet as complete or detailed as the NSF supported
dataset that Dancy and I used for the research discussed above. It did have the advantage,
however, of allowing us to examine both the impact of domestic prosecutions, and the added
effects of any foreign and international human rights prosecutions on human rights practices. To
gather information on foreign and international prosecutions, we had to supplement the State
Department data with information gathered from human rights groups, nongovernmental
organizations, and intergovernmental institutions. Because foreign and international prosecutions
exist for only a relatively small number of countries, we could not test to see if these trials had a
separate and independent effect on human rights. Instead, we put international and foreign
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prosecutions in a single category we called “international,” and we added the international
prosecutions to those of domestic human rights prosecutions. Even after adding international
prosecutions, domestic prosecutions made up the great bulk of total prosecutions in the database.
We used these data to explore the impact of human rights prosecutions on human rights
practices. We tested the argument of recent realist discussions of trials, in particular the
argument that human rights prosecutions lead to more human rights violations.44 We also
examined the alternative argument that domestic human rights prosecutions would be expected
to lead to a decrease in violations.
In our study, we didn’t only want to figure out if human rights prosecutions had an
effect on human rights practices; we wanted also to learn more about why and how human rights
trials make a difference. We wanted to understand the theoretical processes through which
human rights prosecutions lead to change. There are a number of theories about why human
rights prosecutions might contribute to change, but they can be grouped into two general
arguments: rational theories that focus on the role of deterrence or enforcement, and socialpsychological theories that look at the contributions that prosecutions make to socialization of
security forces and state officials and the internalization of new norms.
Many advocates for trials stress that they support prosecutions because they believe they
could prevent human rights violations in the future. In other words, people want prosecutions
not necessarily for retribution, but to deter future crimes. But these advocates don’t usually
clarify the processes through which they expect transitional justice to work. Sometimes, they
assume that just telling the truth and revealing the facts will have an effect in and of itself. But
44
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more often, advocates embrace some version of deterrence theory; explicitly or implicitly, they
believe that some kind of punishment is most likely to deter future human rights violations.
This proposition relates to many larger debates about whether enforcement or sanctions
are necessary for states to comply with international rules.45 Many commentators have long
claimed that we shouldn’t expect human rights norms to have any important effects because they
don’t have any enforcement or teeth. But, human rights prosecutions can be conceptualized as a
form of enforcement or sanction for violations of domestic and international criminal and human
rights law. If enforcement is necessary to get countries to comply with the law, we would
expect human rights prosecutions to lead to better human rights practices.
This argument draws on an important criminology literature on deterrence in domestic
legal systems which explores whether increases in punishment lead to declines in common
crime. There are contentious and still- unresolved debates among criminologists. One of the
most controversial issues involves the death penalty, and particularly whether the death penalty
deters crime. Indeed, at least in the United States, the debate over the death penalty is so
prominent that many people believe that deterrence arguments are themselves discredited
because we have little evidence showing that harsh penalties deter crime. But deterrence focuses
on two different factors: (1) the probability or likelihood of punishment and (2) the severity of
punishment. Arguments about the death penalty are only about the severity of punishment.
There is little evidence that an increase in the severity of punishment leads to lower levels of
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crime. Studies have shown, however, that increasing the likelihood of punishment can deter
crimes within countries. 46
To date, there are few parallel studies to test these arguments about deterrence in the
international system. Kim and I applied these deterrence arguments to international politics to
see if human rights prosecutions lead to a decrease in human rights violations. We did not
explore the issue of the severity of punishment. Our dataset indicates that what has changed
dramatically in the realm of international human rights is the likelihood of individual punishment
of state officials responsible for violations. Prior to the 1970s, there was virtually a zero percent
chance that heads of state and state officials would be held accountable for human rights
violations, either during the repressive regime or after transition to democratic regime. Indeed
the international realm may provide some kind of natural experiment for deterrence theory, since
a key variable, the likelihood of punishment, has moved from zero to a positive number in a
relatively short period of time in many states. Likelihood of punishment varies from country to
country and from region to region, and we would expect those countries that have more trials to
see a greater deterrence effect.
Applying a deterrence model to the realm of human rights implies a rational choice
assumption that state leaders choose repression in light of the costs and benefits it is likely to
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yield.47 Studies of repressors have long suggested that they are, for the most part, ordinary
people with common motivations. Some state officials carry out repression because it brings
them specific political, ideological, or economic benefits. For example, repression often allows
state officials to confront and punish their political opponents, prolonging in the process their
own political regimes and careers, or can provide economic payoffs for repressors. In situations
where human rights violations provide significant benefits to repressors and impose few costs,
one doesn’t have to be a diehard rational choice theorist to understand that it will be difficult to
stop repression.
The alternatives to the rationalist deterrence model are social, psychological, or
normative models, which posit that sometimes both repression and compliance occur mainly for
reasons that have more to do with culture and beliefs than with a rational calculation of costs and
benefits. These psychological or norm models stress logics of “appropriateness” and obedience
to authority. Lower-level state officials may carry out human rights violations because they are
ordered to do so, and they lack the moral compass or the verbal formula that permits them to
refuse. 48
Human rights prosecutions are not only instances of punishment or enforcement but also
high-profile symbolic events that communicate and dramatize norms and socialize actors to
accept those norms. Prosecutions are an expression of social disapproval; the informal social
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sanctions that follow from the formal sanctions of prosecutions can have important effects in
political arenas where reputation is essential.49 Because state officials care about their reputation
and esteem, and the reputation and legitimacy of their state, they may change behavior in
response to processes involving the mobilization of shame by advocacy networks and
international organizations.50 As norms become even more deeply internalized in society, certain
options are no longer even considered.
Another way that law has a normative effect is by being embedded in collective memory.
Joachim Savelsberg argues, for example, that “Law steers collective memory,” he argues, and it
does so “directly but selectively.” “Trials produce images of the past” but those images are not
an objective portrayal of the truth, but a ritualized presentation of evidence of the kind required
by the legal system. 51 In a recently published book, Crime and Human Rights: Criminology of
Genocide and Atrocities,52 he contends that human rights scholars have often ignored the large
literature in criminology when we think and write about human rights.
These social and psychological literatures suggest that enforcement may not be necessary
in all circumstances and that behavioral change might be possible in the absence of strong
enforcement mechanisms. They do not necessarily say that stronger enforcement is
counterproductive for compliance, just that it may not be necessary. Thus, while sociologists
49
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and international relations theorists of compliance disagree about whether enforcement is
necessary for compliance, few argue that stronger enforcement is counterproductive.
It is difficult to tell whether normative and performative aspects of prosecutions produce
greater impacts than their material punishment and enforcement aspects. To help us understand
better the mechanisms through which prosecutions affect human rights practices, we decided to
contrast the impact of human rights prosecutions with the impact of truth commissions. Truth
commissions are high-profile communicative processes about past human rights violations that
seldom involve any punishment. Truth commission reports rarely give names of perpetrators,
and even when they do, such naming does not lead to a material sanction. Because truth
commissions do not result in any material punishment of individuals, if only material costs
matter, truth commissions are unlikely to have any independent effect on human rights practices.
If, however, both social and material costs are important, we would expect to see that both
prosecutions and truth commissions have a positive impact on human rights practices.
If trials work primarily through their effects on collective memory, we shouldn’t expect
them to have a rapid or direct effect on future perpetrators. The effects of trials will depend on
how they become embedded in collective memory. We used our data on human rights
prosecutions in transitional countries during the period 1980-2004 to explore the research
propositions stated above. We look at transitional countries because the entire transitional justice
literature tells us that transitional societies are in processes of instability and fluctuation; choices
about accountability made during these processes could have an enduring impact. Simmons also
demonstrates that human rights law has had more impact in a subset of transitional societies than
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in fully authoritarian or fully democratic countries.53 Simmons, however, does not examine the
impact of human rights prosecutions. There is no corresponding theoretical literature that posits
that human rights prosecutions will have an important impact on the already-high level of human
rights protections in fully democratic societies, or in fully authoritarian societies.
We included all states that experienced a transition between 1974 and 2004. This
includes the countries from the beginning of what Huntington has called the “third wave” of
democratization.54 We considered all countries undergoing three types of transition: democratic
transition, transition from civil war, and transition by state creation. Democratic transition
occurs when a country changes from a repressive and closed regime to an open and decentralized
government. Transition from civil war occurs when a state recovers from instability and turmoil
of a domestic armed conflict. Transition by state creation happens when new countries (such as
those that emerged after the break-up of the Soviet Union) also changed from repressive and
closed regimes into a more open and democratic governments. We found 100 transitional
countries from 1980 to 2004. 55
We created two measures of human rights prosecutions: the first (called human rights
prosecutions -HRP) tracks whether a country had a prosecution at any point after transition. The
second is a measure of the cumulative number of prosecution years in any country (called
cumulative human rights prosecutions – CHRP) which captures the persistence and frequency of
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prosecutions in the country. Our cases include 48 countries with at least one human rights
prosecution, including 33 countries with two or more cumulative prosecution years.
Figure 6.2. Changes in the Average Cumulative Prosecution Years (CHRP)
over Time by Region
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Figure 6.2 shows the change in the average cumulative prosecution years over time globally and
by region. The larger graph on the left shows the global cumulative prosecution years, and the
smaller graphs on the right break that trend down by region. They show that Latin America
certainly is leading the trend, but average cumulative prosecution years in Africa and Europe are
also moving upward over time.
Next, we explored the impact that human rights prosecutions and truth commissions have
on a core set of human rights violations – torture, summary execution, disappearances and
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political imprisonment – which we refer to as repression or as physical integrity rights. Human
rights prosecutions mainly address executions, torture, disappearances, and genocide, so we
should look for impact on these physical integrity rights. We measured it using a physical
integrity rights index developed by Cingranelli and Richards.56 We also cross-checked our
findings using an alternative measure—the political terror scale (PTS), coded both from the
Amnesty International report and State Department report.57 Our findings were basically the
same whether we used the physical integrity index or the PTS.
Figure 6.3 summarizes this physical integrity measure over time in the world and in
different regions. Using the physical integrity scale from 0 to 8 where 8 represents the highest
level of human rights violations and 0 the lowest, it shows changes in the mean score of
repression of physical integrity rights in transitional societies over time. This is a kind of
snapshot of changing levels of basic human rights violations in all the transitional countries in
the world and in the various regions. The graph on the left panel represents the mean score of all
transitional countries. The average level of repression is fairly constant, but we can see a slight
drop over time. Moreover, there are visible discrepancies when we examine the mean level of
repression by region. This data is also useful to establish the basic point that the dramatic
increase in human rights prosecutions is not due to a corresponding dramatic increase in human
rights violations in the world.
Figure 6.3. Change in the Average Level of Repression over Time Globally and by Region
56
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Once the data had been gathered, Hunjoon Kim used three different statistical methods to
explore the interactions between human rights prosecutions and the level of human rights
violations. Previous studies point to eight other factors that typically influence the level of
human rights violations. These include, most importantly, the level of democracy, the level of
development, and the presence of international wars or civil wars. Some other studies have also
shown that the fact that a country has ratified an international human rights treaty as well as the
population size and population growth of the country can also have an impact on human rights
practices. We expected that these factors will continue to be important, so we took them into
account in our statistical analysis. Previous studies have not explored the impact of human rights
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prosecutions, so our study added a new dimension to statistical analyses in the field. We also
explored the impact of truth commissions because they are the most often cited alternative
transitional justice mechanisms in addition to prosecutions.58 Truth commissions publish ample
data on past violations but do not lead to punishment, so they permit us to look at the
independent effect of normative processes of naming and shaming.
Empirical Analysis
Figure 6.4. Changes in Mean Score of Repression by Human Rights Prosecution
Experience
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Figure 6.4 provides a simple visual representation of the basic findings of the study – that
countries with human rights prosecutions tend to have lower levels of repression than countries
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without human rights prosecutions. It shows the changes in the average repression score of
countries with different experiences with human rights prosecutions. On the left hand side is the
measure of repression: the higher the number, the higher the level of human rights violations.
Within each graph, a gray solid line indicates the global means, that is, the changes in the yearly
mean of the repression score for all the countries in the analysis, both those that experienced
prosecutions and those that did not. In the upper graph, we compared this global mean
repression score of countries with prosecutions (dash) to those without any prosecutions (dot).
The distinction between the two lines becomes clear and remains stable after 1994. The mean
repression score of the group of countries without prosecutions are constantly above the average
global level of human rights violations while the mean repression score of the group of countries
with prosecutions are below the average. The lower graph compares the mean repression scores
of countries with one prosecution year (dot) to those with multiple (two to twenty) prosecution
years (dash). While countries with one prosecution year for most of the time period have a
below-average mean repression, states with multiple prosecution years tend to have more stable
and lower repression scores than the average after 1994. These are still just averages, and the
reader who wishes to see the regression tables should look to the original article. Basically we
have similar findings to those in the previous chapter, but this time we were able to control for
the other important factors that might also have an impact on repression.
In many ways, our findings are consistent with previous studies. Democracy, civil war,
economic standing, population size, and past levels of repression have a statistically significant
and substantively important impact on the level of repression. But in addition, human rights
prosecutions have a strong and statistically significant downward impact on the level of
repression. When controlled for all the other relevant factors discussed above, the level of
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repression in countries which have had a prosecution is lower than that of countries which never
had a prosecution. Moreover, not only prosecution experience, but also the persistence and
frequency of prosecutions, matter. The level of repression decreases as the number of years with
human rights prosecutions increases in a country. If a country were to move from the minimum
(0) to maximum possible number of prosecution years (20), this would bring about a 3.8%
decrease in the whole repression scale.
The truth commission variable was included in the model both as a control variable to
estimate the true effect of human rights prosecutions and as an independent variable to test
whether truth commissions have an independent effect on repression. Truth commission
experience also contributes to improved human rights protection in transitional societies. Our
model shows that a truth commission brings about a 0.19-point decrease in the repression score
in the short-term and a 0.43 point decrease in the long-term. If a country were to have both a
human rights prosecution and a truth commission after transition, that would bring about a 0.35
point decrease in the repression score in the short-term and a 0.8-point decrease in the long-term.
This finding provides some support for the social and psychological explanations for a decrease
in repression. Our finding suggests not only that punishment matters, but that truth-telling
matters as well. This may imply that prosecutions function not only through rational deterrence,
but also through communicating and dramatizing societal norms.
In sum, we found that countries with human rights prosecutions have better human rights
practices than countries without prosecutions. In addition, transitional countries that have
experienced more prosecutions over time (and thus a greater likelihood of punishment for past
human rights violations) have better human rights practices than countries that have not had or
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had fewer prosecutions. Contrary to the arguments made by some scholars, human rights
prosecutions have not tended to exacerbate human rights violations.
This research calls into question the claim by trial skeptics that human rights prosecutions
aggravate poor human rights practices. Recall that we conceptualize human rights prosecutions
as an increase in the enforcement of existing human rights norms. This kind of enforcement
involves individual criminal sanctions for state officials who engaged in human rights violations.
The prosecutions database shows that there has been an increase in enforcement and in the costs
of repression, which is likely to be perceived by government officials who make choices about
how much repression to use. We cannot distinguish these costs, but we believe they are both the
economic and political costs of the formal sanctions (lost wages, litigation fees, inability to
participate in elections while on trial or in jail, etc.) and the informal social and political costs
that arise from the publicity surrounding the prosecutions (loss of reputation or legitimacy, and
the resulting loss of political and social support). At the same time, there is no reason to believe
that the benefits of repression have increased. So, if the benefits of repression have remained
constant and the formal and informal costs of repression have increased, the economic theory of
crime predicts a decrease in crime, which is what we see in the countries that have experienced
more cumulative country trial years. We also found that truth commission experience also has a
positive impact on human rights. This suggests that the mechanisms through which transitional
justice measures influence human rights involve not only a calculation of the possibility of
punishment, but also a response to processes that provide information and communicate norms.
These findings are still preliminary and have been contested by other authors. For
example, work by Olsen, Payne and Reiter, using different data, arrives at somewhat different
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conclusions.59 Studies of prosecutions often agree that they appear to be having an impact, but
we don’t yet understand well enough the ways in which trials work. We dispute the claims of
trial skeptics that prosecutions are exacerbating human rights violations in the world. We
suggest, to the contrary, that it appears that prosecutions lead to improvements in human rights.
But until we resolve some of our differences, we won’t have more precise theoretical statements
or clearer policy recommendations. We can’t yet sort out clearly whether trials work mainly
through deterrence and punishment or through socialization and collective memory. We also
can’t say yet whether it is better to combine prosecutions with amnesties, or whether it is better
to annul amnesties. We suspect that the answers, like most in the social world, are complicated:
that prosecutions work both through deterrence and socialization; that prosecutions combined
with some kinds of partial amnesties may be a good solution; and that blanket amnesties should
be avoided.
In this article, I have endeavored to provide an empirical response to those who advance a
generally negative reading of human rights developments and their expression in legal action.
The combined research presented above suggests that human rights prosecutions are an
important mechanism through which human rights law can be translated into improvements in
human rights practices around the globe. Protecting and improving human rights practices
requires that transitional countries make substantial structural changes in the nature of their
domestic institutions. Such changes are not easy to make. Human rights prosecutions are only
one of the many forces and pressures that can contribute to positive human rights change. They
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are not a panacea for human rights problems; they appear to be one form of sanction that can
contribute to the institutional and political changes necessary to limit repression.

